


THE PALESTINIAN ARAB HOUSE: 

ITS ARCHITECTURE AND FOLKLORE 

T. CANAAN 

QERUSALEM) 

I. INTRODUCTORY 

"House" (bet) means a dwelling in general, both literally, in the 
sense of house, tent or palace,. an<l figuratively, as the abiding place 
of an abstract thing, and metaphorically, for family. The last use 
will be dealt with later. Illustrations of the figurative use of bet are: 
bet er-ru!z = the heart (house of the soul), bet el-kila - the kidney; bet 
ed-da>1 = diseased organ (house of disease); bet >allah2 = the house 
of God (church or mosque}. Bet el-mabbadeh stands for the pillow
case; bet er-ra!1ah (the house of rest}, bet el-maiy (the house of water}, 
bet el-bala> (the house of solititude}, and bet e/-/alzaralz (the house of 
purity} are expressions used alike in the colloquial and the classical8 

language to denote the privy. The names of certain parts of the 
house are also used figuratively. This applies especially to bah (door). 
Thus bah imm el->awlad (bab eL-mawladelz) denotes the cervical 
canal of the uterus Uob 310); bab el-badan,' the anus. bah >a/Lah6 

(the door of God) has a curious use: if one is asked where he is 
going, and he does not wish to say, he answers <ala bah allah,6 

every place being the "door of the Almighty"; no further enquiries 
are made. This term <ala bah >al/ah is also used adjectivally for a 
"stupid man" or a "simple darwif." When rain falls heavily the 
Palestinian says infat!zat abuab es-sama, "the doors of heaven have been 
opened."7 Mufta!1 es-sama, "the key of heaven," by which heaven's 

1 An old Arabic axiom says al-ma<dah beitu-d-dii>. 
2 According to t1111{li!, p. 146, it means also a cemetery. 
s See mu~f!, p. 146. ' Also called biib ed-dibr. 
& WARNER, In the Leva11t, 1892, p. 211, speaks of the "Gate of God" in 

Damascus, which sees the departure of the annual procession of pilgrims to Mecca. 
6 This word may also be used interrogatively: "Where are you going?" 
7 The Bible (Ps. 7828) uses this expression. In Gen. 711 we have also "the 

window of heaven." 
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door is opened to allow the rain to pour through, is supposed to 
be in the hands of certain saints. In Bet Ojala the peasants sing: 

mar > lnqula dfina Lek 
!u!Jb el-ma{ar da!Jil Lek 
>i~na)-yom <abidak 
mufta~ es-sama ft >idak 

We are come to thee, St. Nicholas! 
0 stream of rain, I implore thee! 
We are to-day thy servants. 
Heaven's key is in thine l,and.1 

Bab er-ra~meh (the door of mercy)2 is used in some parts of Palestine3 

for ~the west, since it is from the west that the rain usually comes. 
The proverb el-marah mufta~ er-radjul,4 "The woman is man's key" 
implies that she can extract from him every secret. In prayers to 
God we hear the petition ya rabb ifta!1 <a/ena bab ra~matak· ("O 
Lord, open upon us the door of thy mercyl"),5 bab er-riz(i)q (the 
door of mainta:nance), bab el-fer (the door of riches), ya fatta!1 el
>abuab, ("O Thou that openest all doors, i.e. that givest relief in all 
difficulties"}. There is a Moslem belief that the gates of heaven 
(>abuab es-sama)6 open in the night of the 27th of Rama~an, lelatu 
el-qadr, "The Night of Power." The Christians have a similar belief 
about <id i!-!alib (the Feast of the Holy Cross) and Epiphany.7 At 
such a time all prayers are heard. The Persian <Ali Mirza, founder 
of Bahaism, is himself called al-bab, the Gate (of God).8 His followers 
who live in Acre still use the term in referring to him.9 Again 

1 In Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries (p. 230) the complete song is rec• 
orded with translation. 

11 The north door of the I;laram also bears this name. 
a Dt!r Ghass:ineh. 
' An alternative form is er-ridjdjal qijl uil-marah mu/ta~, "The man is a 

lock and the wife is the key." 
6 Bab el-Wad, "the gate of the valley," is the name given to wadi <AU 

where it leaves the mountainous region. 
6 Prov. 88'; Sir. 14114. The Palestinian speaks also of >abuab djha1111a111, "the 

gates of hell." 
7 September 13th and January 6th respectively, See CANAAN, Plam/ore in 

PJlestinian Superstition, JPOS, vol. VIII, p. 165. 
s Jesus says of himself "I am the door," John I0

7
• 

• LUKE and KEITH-ROACH, The Handbook of Palestine, 1930, pp. 70, 71. 
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both in classical and colloquial Arabic "bah" can signify direction 
and also a part or chapter of a book.1 In giving a direction we hear 
ta<iil min hal-biib uin mii nifi<f ta1allulz min gher biib, "Approach 
(him) from this direction (lit. door} and if it does not help go to 
him from anu,her way." The foundation of the house, the most 
important part of the building, can also be used figuratively; asiistth 
imn1!1, <iitil (his foundation is good, bad}; il-mas>aleh barbiinelz min 
asiisliii (the matter is rotten from its foundation}.2 

Since the purpose of this article is to describe the dwelling 
house of the inhabitants of Palestine, all other uses and meanings 
of the word bet and words denoting parts of a house may be 
disregarded. It may be assumed that, in general, the present people 
of Palestine are housed in a manner not greatly different fromr the 
manner usual in ancient times: a minute study of the methods of 
construction and use of the Palestinian Arab house and the folklore 
associated with it may, therefore, throw direct or indirect light· on 
earlier conditions. The present inhabitants of Palestine, like 
their forefathers, are of two classes: dwellers in villages and cities 
and the Bedouin. As the life and habits of the one class differ 
from those of the other, so do their houses differ; 

Houses in villages are built of durable material, since their 
occupants have settled down· to agricultural work; on the other 
hand, Bedouin dwellings, tents, are more fitted for nomadic life and 
are portable, airy and light. Both tents and stone houses are termed 
"bet," wabar or fa<r (hair) being added in the case of tents and 
~adjar (stone} in the case of durable house. 

Beside these two main kinds (which will be described later} 
there are two other types of dwelling sometimes used and needing 
spedal mention: the cave3 and the hut. 

Caves (mglziirah, pl. maghiiyr, maglziiwir, mughr') are at present 
used as human dwellings only by the very poor (A[!as}, shepherds, 

1 M11?1i{, p. I 3 9. 
2 The Bible uses "foundation" when referring to heaven and earth; Job 

38'; Ps. 89 12 ; Prov. 82'; 319 ; Luke 116CI; John 1724 ; Eph. 14; 1 Pet. 100. 

B Job 306; Is. 21•; Amos 511• In Talmudic times caves were still in use 
as human habitations. KllAuss, Talmudisd,e Ardidolofie I, p. 2. 

6 In mu~i!, p. 1528 WC read ~\ .j ~~ _,\ ._;,Cl_,\il. 
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robber:s and outlaws.1 If near a village they are often used for 
storage or for stabling animals. Nearly all the Bdii.l tribe of Wadi 
Musa (Petra), who are known as the poorest in Trans-Jordan, live 
in caves. Some of the Liaineh of Eldji also spend the winter in 
caves. This custom is so old that many of the monuments of this 
"rock-cut city" bear names of families belonging to these tribes.2 

Many caves3 in the mountains bordering the desert are used by the 
Bedouin and semi-Bedouin for long or short spells, e.g. in wadi 
l:,lre~iin and wadi Swenit. When shepherds ar~ far away from 
their village they drive their flock at night in to a cave. The natural 
entrance is narrowed by large stones, the door is blocked by a 
tree trunk and as a rule the shepherd sleeps near the entrance. A 
thorny tree is usually chosen to block up the door. The trunk is 
drawn to the inside of the cave while the thorny branches close the 
entrance. Such a tree is known as fokeh4 or sdadeh. The shepherds 
generally sleep on a primitive bed made from four poles driven into 
the ground and joined together with thinner branches. Such a bed
stead is siddih. At ploughing time many peasants whose fields are 
distant from the village make use of caves (Sammu<, Sinnirieh). 
Robbers and outlaws hide themselves in caves5 in lonely, inaccessible 
mountains.6 

Many saints have chosen a cave for their last abiding place: e.g. 
el-l:,la<:lr (Mount Carmel), ef-seb <AII Qai~Gn (Hebron), ef-fe!} Ghreiyb 
(el-l:,la<:lr village, near Bet Djala), ef-se!} Yusif (Bet I:Ianina), Irdjal 
abii Tub (Bet Likia), Irdjal el- Arb1in (Biddii).7 The parts of a cave 
are called bab, sat~ (ceiling), >ar{j.iyeh or >an! (floor) and djawanib 
(sides) of the cave. A small cave is known in Der Ghassaneh as 
ouzq, meaning literally a hole. Only if a cave is used as a dwelling, 
a stable or a store-room are a wooden door and a few steps 
constructed and the interior made more habitable. Some caves, 
by means of a stone front and a wooden door, have been converted 

1 Outlaws hide themselves sometimes in dried up cisterns. 
I CANAAN, Studies in the Topography and Folklore of Petra, ].P.O.S. IX (1932), 

p. 143. 
I V. ScHWOBEL, Die geographisc:hen Verhaltnisse des Mmsd1en in der Wii.ste 

Juda, Pf, 1907, p. 120. 4 Heard from Mr. 0 . S. B. 
6 Cf. Judg. 62; 158lr; I Sam. 136. 6 II Mace. I06• 

1 CANAAN, Mohammedan Saints and Sanctuaries, pp. 56 ff. 
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into dwelling houses. I have seen such cave-dwellings m Nebi 
Samuil,1 Durah and Siloah. 

The hut, the most primitive form of shelter after the cave, is 
mainly used in the hot summer months, and is built, usually, m 
the vineyards and orchards. The firm substructure, circular in 
form, is built of 'dry' stonework. It is sometimes so high that it 
encloses a small chamber used as a store-room, the family living in 
the hut above. This stone structure is known in some parts of 
Palestine as qa!r. The hut proper (<ar"ifelz, ma11!arah and also q~r)2 
is made of branches and rushes.8 Often a few vines or pump
kin plants are planted around an <arife/1.4 They grow quickly, give 
a better shade and a pleasant fresh green appearance.5 From these 
"high towers " it is easy to overlook and guard the whole vineyard.8 

A large <ar"i.feh which has an elongated form is known as m<at'Taf. 
Such summer abodes need to be constructed every year; hence in 
the Bible they are spoken of as the symbol of transitoriness.7 In 
the front or on the roofs of some houses huts of boughs are 
sometimes constructed,8 to serve in the hot summer months as 
sleeping places or retreats from the heat. These, and also the <arai! 
erected on the threshing floor, are much simpler than those built 
in the vineyards. An Arabic proverb teaches fiJ.-fef Jaiy e!-!adjar 
uala faiy el-!iadjar JU-fita Jaiy el-!1adjar uala faiy e!-fadjar, "(Choose) 
in summer the shade of trees (and boughs), not that of stone, and 
in the winter the shade of stones (houses), not that of trees. "9 In 
northern Palestine another type of hut is met with, the <irzan.1,0 

1 Near <in Jamir; lamir is an abbreviation of el->amir. 
2 Q~r is unknown in this sense to mu~i/ (p. 1718). In the Palestinian 

dialect it stands also for a palace. Mu?1i/ gives it the last meaning and says 
')I.,., J_:,UI .:,-~ I...,_;,:- .:,-~ 5 _,I J.:,.ll., ... .,...n • Man/arah is not mentioned 
in mu~il although na/ara is known. 

8 Matth. 2188. 4 From the verb <arraJa. & Cf. Jon. 4e. 
6 CANAAN, Pla11tlore in Palesti11ian Superstitio11, JPOS, vol. VIII, p. 139. 

Sometimes the family lives during the summer months in the shade of a large 
tree growing on higher level in the vineyard. Such a place is also known as 
man/arah. 1 Job 27 18• 8 Neh. 816• 

9 CANAAN, Der Kale11der des paltist. Felladien, ZDPV, vol. 36, p. 296. 
10 Neither .:,I_;_;:, nor .:,L_;:, are known to mu?11/. In the neighbourhood of 

Safad and Megiddo -the shepherd's bedstead, which he makes in a cave, is known 
by this term and not by siddeh, since it rests also on four poles. 
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built in the fields. Four long wooden poles (rakayz) are driven 
into the ground, and the hut is constructed at the height of two 
to three metres. The four sides are usually left open. Only the roof, 
which is made of brushwood,1 gives protection from the sun. From 
such a hut the watchman bverlooks easily the whole field. Bedouin 
rarely have <arai! since they cannot easily be transported and very 
little brushwood is found in the desen. 

A link between these huts and between tents and simple clay 
houses is the type of hut seen in northern Palestine around lake 
}:liileh (Merom).2 These huts used by the poor Bedouin and semi
Bedouin are made of reed-mats held in place by a wooden skeleton 
of thin tree-trunks. The room so formed is square or more 
often rectangular. Each wall is made up of one or more mats, 
while the ceiling is usually made up of several mats suspended 
from a central cross pole8 (see Pl. IX, Fig. r and 2). The roof 
protrudes beyond the walls making a rifraf This type is used only 
by the poorer classes. In the neighbourhood of lake I:Iuleh one 
meets with villages whose houses are all of this type. 

Huts are only temporary habitations. Houses and tents, however, 
are of permanent use and so form the essential subject of our study. 

Peasants nearly always prefer elevated sites for their villages. In 
the hill-country we find them on the top of a hill or on a hill side, 
even in the plain villages are built on small mounds or hills' and 
on this account houses in many villages5 rise one above the other, 
terrace above terrace, with fine effect. The reasons for this preference 
may be summed up as follows: 

r. Such sites offer more scope for the expansion of the village 
than do valleys. 

2. Rain-torrents cause less damage to structures on high ground 
than to those situated in low areas. 

3. Mountains and hills. offer a better and wider outlook, enabling 
the peasant to keep a watch ovei- his gardens and crops. 

1 ljilleh (called also fUflin, Amnli Visnaga, L.) is also. used. It is a sweet 
aromatic plant from which the peasants make their tooth-picks. 

2 Such huts are also. to be found in the lower part of the <Arabah. 
e Such a hut is known by the term ltu/J, (or /iel /Jiif). 4 Matth. 414

• 

• B!t Ojala, Nazareth, Hebron, <Ain Karim, Sileh, Salf, etc. 
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4. The west wind which blows over the hill-country in the 
summer months is both a welcome relief and a great advantage in 
winnowing time. 

5. A high position is a naturally fortified one. 
These same considerations naturally apply to the sites of most 

villages in ancient times. There must also be taken into account 
the fact that every village in Palestine honours one or more local 
saints, and that about 940/o of all saints of central Palestine are to 
be found on high places which dominate the surrounding area.1 

Othei conditions influenced the choice of the special part of the 
mountain . Thus the presence of a spring drew the village from 
the summit of a mountain2 ; the presence of natural caves had 
only a minor influence8 ; in many cases the Arab village was built 
on the ruins of an older site. 

A peasant's house used to consist of one single room. Richer 
folk had more. 4 Every such abode had but a single door opening 
into the courtyard. When sons married and more room was 
required, a second "house, " i.e. a second room, was built immediately 
adjacent to the other. These two rooms were not connected by 
a door since they represented two different dwellings. The second 
house, like the first, opened into the courtyard.5 In time several 
such "houses" were erected near to each other, some of them being 
of two stories (!abiq, toq, dor or qalbeh). Each floo.r was a set of 
vaults., Such large buildings, composed of several apartments, may 
still be seen in Jerusalem, Hebron, Nablus, Der Ghassaneh, Djenin, 
Gaza and elsewhere. A one-roomed house is generally called bet, a 
complex building6 dar.1 The houses of one clan are usually built 
in one quarter, [1aralz. Such quarters, especially in villages, bear 
the name of the clan inhabiting it. In cities the religious sect 

1 CANAAN, JPOS, vol. IV, p. 5. 2 Siloah, Lift:\ and Ar;as are examples. 
8 JAGER, Das Ba11er11Ju111s, p. 9, believes the contrary. 
I Every room of such a house is called o4ah. Early Arabic architecture 

followed more or less the . same plan; see K. A. C. CRESWELL, Early Muslim 

Architecture, p. 3. 
& Probably the house of the High Priest described in Luke 22M was of this 

type. u In Syria {tlirah is used instead of dlir. 
7 The words bet and dlir ·are often used interchangeably. See also mu~i! 

p. 694. 
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living in that quarter gives tt tts name. Thus in Jerusalem there 
are the Christian, Armenian, Moghrabite and Jewish quarters. Streets 
bear, as a rule, the name of the particular trac{e carried on there.1 

The description of ScHERER2 about such quarters is not correct. He 
writes: "Usually these quarters can be closed by shutting one or 
two gates in certain streets, so that they are really cities within 
cities." The same description is more or less true of a tent complex.3 

An examination of the material used in construction shows that 
most Palestine houses are of two types: those of stone and those of 
clay.' The first occur principally in the mountainous parts of the 
country where stone.is abundant. In the Mediterranean plain and the 
Jordan depression, where stone is relatively scarce and difficult to 
transport, clay bricks were and are still used. Clay houses are cheaper 
and easier to build, but they are very frail and cannot long resist 
the action of the weather (Ezek. 1310): they have their "foundation in 
dust" (Job 419), "are ready to become in heaps" (Job I 52~) and "by 
slothfulness the roof sinketh and though idleness of the hands the 
house leaketh" (Eccles. 1018 ; cf. Is. 910). Hence they need to be repaired 
every year. Another defect is their liability to be "dug through" 
or broken into by thieves,5 a danger still present.6 

Houses built of stone are of two kinds: those with thick walls 
and a vaulted stone roof, and those with thinner walls and a 
wooden ceiling. The latter type is the link between the former kind 
of stone house and the clay house. The clay houses have always 
-wooden roofs. Palestine was never rich in forests; therefore the 
inhabitants of the mountainous region were driven to use stone 
whenever possible. To whatever type a house may belong there 

1 In Jerusalem one meets with suq ef-fuiyagh, suq el-<a!!iirin, suq el-qa!!iini11, 
siq el-bu4rah, etc. See also A. MAN~UR, • _;.. UI C.-'~-, pp. 12ff. 

1 The Eastern Colour of the Bible, p. 37. 
1 BAUER, Volltsleben im Lande tier Bibel, P· 39. 
' Amos 511; 1 Kings 7•; Is. 910. For the Talmudic period see KRAuss, I. c., 

I, p. 17. , 
6 Job 241•; Matth. 61•; 24". These conditions explain why so little is 

known about the site of several lsraelitish cities mentioned in the Bible; not 
the slightest trace has remained of their houses Ooh 419

; 13 12
; Ez. 12

6f-; 13 18ft',). 
• In 1931 several clay houses of the Bisin district were literally dug 

through and robbed. 
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is much variety in size, construction and finish according to the 
occupants' social status. The difference between the poorest and the 
middle-class houses is more marked than that between middle-class · 
and the highest class houses. 

In what follows only genuinely Palestinian houses will be 
described. The old city houses represent true Palestinian architecture 
and call for treatment- here. It is wrong to suppose that old town 
dwellings embody modern European features and technique. The 
Europeanization of Palestine is certainly proceeding so quickly 
that in most villages western architectural methods are being 
introduced and the old oriental ways gradually abandoned: a few 
years more and the Palestinian methods will probably be forgotten, 
and the specific terms for material, work and . tools will be lost. 
The traveller must already visit more remote villages to understand 
the following description. Formerly, however, all Palestinian 
houses were of the type now to be described. 

Due credit must be given to ScHICK, BLANCKENHORN and JXGER 
for pioneer work in this subject. ScHICK,1 in two articles, recorded 
some Arabic technical terms dealing with stone, work and tools; most 
of the Arabic words were spelt and transcribed wrongly.2 BLANCKEN
HORN3 has given an excellent description of the different kinds of 
stone in the immediate surroundings of Jerusalem. JXGER' has 
compiled many facts about house construction and the part the 
house plays in the life of the Palestinian. He gives only a few 
Arabic terms, and his work is far from exhaustive.5 

1 The Sio11es of Jerusalem, Q.St.P.E.F., 1893, pp. 194ff. 
11 The correct Arabic spelling and transcription is given in the footnotes. 
8 Geo/ope der tfriheren Umgebung von Jerusalem, ZDPV, .vol. 28, pp. 75ff. 
4 Das Bauernhaus in Paltistina, Gottingen, Vadenhoek and Ruprecht, 1912. 
1 I am greatly indebted to the following for . the help they have given in 

determining the correct architectural terms in English, making sketches and 
reading the proofs: Dr. DANBY, Dr. MAYER, Messrs ADAMSON, GLUNKLER and 
SHJBER. The last three are well-known architects in Jerusalem. Certain of the 
photographs and drawings have been put at my disposal by Mr. GLUNKLliR, Mr. 
SHIBER, Miss ScHOENECKE and Dr. EISENBERG. 
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II. CONSTRUCTION 

A. THE STONE HousE1 

1. Quarrying Stones 

XII 

The first step is cutting the stone. The kinds of stone used m 
the hilly districts of Palestine are 2 

Na.rt. This is a light white stone found in the district east of 
Jerusalem. While most other kinds of stones crack when 
heated, or change easily in lime, nari is more or less fire-proof: 
hence its Arabic name "fire-stone. "8 It is porous and absorbs 
moisture readily. The softest kind is known as !ia{rur (<Ain 
Karim, Kolonia). 

Mizzt yahudi4 (BLANCKENHORN Ammonitis [Acanthoceras] Palesti11ensis 
n. sp.). This comes from the deeper strata and is so compact 
and hard that it is only slightly affected by weather. The 
following varieties occur: blue (azraq), white (abia¢), red (a!1mar) 
and yellow (asjar} . The last is known in Jerusalem as !,adjar 
Yas'int, since it comes from Der Yasin. The blue quality is 
the most durable and has the lowest coefficient for the absorption 
of moisture. The red stone tarnishes with time since it contains 
ferric oxide.5 The best quality, the so-called Palestinian marble, 
comes from e~-Slaiyb, to the north of Bethlehem and Bet Ojala. 
It shows beautiful light and dark reddish veins (<ruq, pl. of <irq). 
The greenish kind, mizzt abef-ar, is found in the Ta<amri 

1 The material used in building village houses differs but little from that 
used for town houses. A complete and systematic account of the work will be 
given in due course, The writer must acknowledge that beside the great number 
of technical terms which he has been able to collect there are many others 
which he has failed to record. 

I See BLANCKENH0RN, ZDPV, vol. 28, pp. 75ff; C. SCHICK, The Stones of 
Jerusalem, Q.St.P.E.F. 1887, p. 50. • __ • 

' Mu~'i{, 2143, does not give this meaning, but writes ( ..,.KJI ;.,,.,- • J :,:JI 
._,...:.I ~lj')' ~_, •~.J t:}Jj.:,. ._,.l,:)I JI .Ju.i J.~I J&-~ 

' In the district of Djenin it is known as ~adjar muast". In classical Arabic 
l_,adjar yahudi stands for Lapis Judaicus (Hava, p, 831). 

11 I owe this information to the kindness of Mr. Samlil;tah, architect in 

Jerusalem. 
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region east of Bethlehem, and is very expensive. When the 
stone is rich with veins it is said to be imfadjdjar.1 The hardest 
quality of this stone is known in <Amman as badjar #/ff. 

Malaki ("the royal stone")2 is a favourite stone for dressing and 
building. It is of two sorts : the ma/aki abiaq and the malakt 
sttl/ani. "Solomon's Quarries" and the Ramallah district supply 
Jerusalem with this stone. \Vhen newly quarried it is soft; 
through exposure to the air it noticeably hardens.3 It becomes 
yellowish in time. This hardness does not withstand the effect 
of weather and it is liable to flake and crumble. 

Ka<kiileh is a whitish stone with occasional red veins. It is easily cut 
with the saw.4 The lower strata of Ka<kiilelz rock are harder 
than the upper strata.5 A specially brittle kind is known as 
Jw<kiilelz qazzazi. Jerusalem gets this stone from <Anata, the 
Mount of Olives and wadi en-Nar. The lm<kiilelz from the 
Mount of Olives is softer and whiter than that from the other 
sources. The wadi en-Nar kind weathers very badly. 

Mizzi [1ilft is whitish and rich in yellow veins. Jerusalem is mainly 
supplied with this stone from Bet J:Ianina · and Su<fa~. A 
peculiar characteristic of mizzi hi/ft is the presence of laminations. 
It comes next to mizzi yahiidi in durability and non-absorbtion 
of moisture. 

The black basalt stone, !iadjar >aswad, is found in J:Iauran, some 
parts of the Nazareth district and in Bisan. It is a hard and 
compact stone. 

Huwar is a very soft clayish stone and can hardly be classed with 
rock proper. Powdered and mixed with lime "it makes the 
mortar for fireplaces and baking-ovens. "6 The longer it is 
exposed to the atmosphere the harder it becomes. 

Classified according to hardness the varieties of building stone 
1 See also L. MAYER, A Medieval Arabic Description of the Ifaram of Jerusalem. 

The Quarterly of the Department of Antiquities in Palestine, vol. I, p. 44. 
2 It is called by BLANCKENHORN "Rudistenmarmor." 
a Most of the rock-cut tombs are excavated in this rock. The exposed part 

of the rock which is harder than the rest is called "?1adjar iamsi" ((En Karim). 
4 The words mizz,·, malakt" and ka<kuleh are not known to mu~1/ in this sense. 
5 The harder kind is, according to BLANCKENHORN, Ammonites oliveti n. sp. 
8 SCHICK, I. C. 
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come in the following order: niirt, ka<kulth, malakt, mizzl ~ilu and 
mlzzt yahudi, the first being the softest and the last the hardest. 
Sandstone (~adjar ramli) is found and used only in the towns and 
villages of the Mediterranean plain. Flint (!uwan) is the hardest 
stone. Since it is very difficult to cut and to dress fuwiin is 
never used in building. Formerly flint used to be crushed and 
placed in a layer under the stony pavement of ovens, being a good 
insulating material. its hardness is referred to figuratively in pro
verbs. <Aqluh >aqsa min tf-!uwiin,1 "His intelligence is harder than 
flint"; tirbdyt tf-fubiiin mi{l qar! tf-fUWiin, "rearing and education of 
boys is like crushing flint (with the teeth)." A saying about rejected 
advice is kaliimak naqr Ji !afd} "Your speech (advice) is (like) 
drilling a hard, large rock." 

The peasant must prepare his material before building. This 
may take him several months since it is done only in his spare 
time and when he is unable to . earn money in other work. Most 
of the preparatory work, like digging the cistern, cutting and 
dressing the stones, carrying the djab!8 and the farar and digging 
out the foundation, is done by the owner and his sons. Since 
the city dwellers and some well-to-do peasants cannot do all the 
work themselves they buy the stones and the djab! and employ 
labourers to dig the cistern and build the house. Therefore 
quarrying and dressing stones was and is still a paying trade. 

Quarrying stones {et-taMfir, qat< tl-~djar) is the first step. The 
earth is cleared away from the surface of the rock {bik!if <an tf-fabr). 
The tools used are the fas (pickaxe), turiyth or madjrafeh' (Jarry, 
PL. X, 1), and qujfth6 (basket). The fas (PL. X, h) has a pointed 
and a broad edge known as tumm (or buz) rafi< and tumm {or buz) 
<aritf' respectively:- Even this simple work of digging and carrying 
earth is considered more honourable than dependence on the help 

1 I have also heard tab<uh (character) instead of <aqluh. 
I See also mu9iJ, p. 

0

1194. 8 Not known to mu91/ in this sense. 
' There is a proverb which says mii ba<d tf-fabr illavl-madjrafeh uil-qabr, 

"There is nothing (to be expected) after patience, except the larry (with which 
the tomb is dug) and the grave." 

' Of a person who tries to attain his goal in one single action it is said: 
bin'4/ min el-quffeh laginehd, "He jumps from the (bottom of the) basket to its 
ears (handles)." • Lit. a thin and a broad mouth. 
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and mercy of others: i!tghil bil-fas walii. <ii.zet en-nii.s, "Work with 
the pickaxe and do not (become so destitute as to) need (the help 
of other) people. "1 The quarrymen, bad.jdjii.rah, blast a hole at the 
edge of the area to be excavated; this hole must penetrate the 
greater part of each layer of rock in turn, biftaba ridjil (or idjir) 
lQf-falJr. It is slowly enlarged. The space between two layers of 
rock {the natural bed of the rock) is known as ball ef-rabr. A 
hole for blasting (m,qr, more seldom mttqr) is drilled by means 
of the nub/2 naqr (Pl. X, b). This hole should never reach 
the !zall. A man squats or stands on the rock and manipulates 
the nr,lJl naqr, with continuous, vigorous up-and-down blows, at the 
same time revolving continually the steel drilling-rod on its long 
axis. The beginnings of the nuqr, preparatory to the drilling, are 
made by the rii.s (Pl. X, f), a heavy hammer pointed at one or both ends. 
The drilling tool (nttlJl naqr) is a steel bar five to six feet in length 
with a drill point at one end shaped and tempered like a chisel. 
From time to time a little water is poured into the drill-hole, and 
the hole is slowly sunk to a depth of twenty to twenty-six centi
metres above the ball. Its depth thus depends on the thickness of 
the rock layer; The nttqr is usually drilled in a slanting direction 
with its lower end pointing to the free edge of the rock.3 Through 
the continuous driving of the nubl a fine powder results which, 
mixed with the water poured into the hole, makes fintt en-nuqr. This 
mud is removed by a long iron rod with a small, round and spoon
like projection at its lower end, the so-called mai<aqah (spoon, 
Pl. X, g).' As soon as the nuqr is deep enough it is allowed to 
dry. The bottom few centimetres are filled with powder, bii.rud, 
which is gently pressed down with the ma<bii. (Pl. X, i). This bii.rud 
layer is called ti<bii.y (filling). The m<abii. is a steel rod, .5-.75 cm. 
less in diameter than the nubl en-naqr, with flat and blunt ends. 
An ibrit naqr (Pl. X, e, drilling needle) is inserted down one side 
of the hole. Its pointed end reaches the lower powder layer.6 

1 Heard in Nablus. 1 Not known in mu~if in this sense. 

a The exact direction of the drilled hole depends on the way in which 
the rock is to be blasted. Lug-hm is a synonym to nuqr. 

' In Trans-Jordan(<Amman)theTurkish expression bii!uqah is used for mal<aqah. 

• At its upper and free end it has a transverse handle, looking like a T. 
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Small dry stones are slowly dropped into the hole and crushed by 
a gentle stamping movement of the ma<bii. No flint stones are 
used for fear of striking fire and causing an explosion. Some mix 
small pieces of pottery with the stones since they are more easih· 
crushed; but stones are usually preferred. As soon as the nuqr is 
filled with the crushed stones, the ibrih is extracted by gentle circular 
movements. The narrow hole so formed is filled with fine sifted 
powder, bm·ud duqq. This filling, i{lbir1, makes an uninterrupted 
line of powder with the ti<bay. Coarse powder grains, barud dirs,2 

are never used for the irJbir, since they may block up the drill
hole and so break the continuity ot the fuse. When several drill
holes have been treated in this way and are ready for explosion, 
all workers are warned to leave the ma!1djaralz (quarry). A few 
workers then station themselves at a safe distance from the point 
of explosion in different directions, shouting !1ii{jur biiriid, "Take 
care I powder (is being exploded)!" so warning other workers or 
passers-by. The irJbir is lighted and the rock is blasted. When 
rocks are exploded inside a cistern, cave or room, large pieces of 
stone or heavy iron bars or bags of earth are put on the rock, to 
diminish the vibration and to prevent exploded fragments of rock 
from damaging the ceiling and walls. In this case the i{lbir or 
fuse line is laid in a channel along the floor to a place near the 
exit of the room or cave, thus giving the person who lights the 
powder sufficient time to get away. · Such a fuse line is called /tilth. 
If the powder does not explode the workers say e/-/alaq qa/a<, which 
condition happens when the continuity of the powder is interrupted 
or if the powder is of an inferior quality or damp. When the nuqr 
is drilled too far from the free edge of the rock, large pieces of 
rock are separated and one speaks of a /aiaq <iibif. Such large pieces 
of rock (qai<ah, pl. qlii<, qiia<) are difficult to remove and require 
much labour to break up into workable pieces. Large stones, such 
as a camel can carry only two at a time, are called faqqiit (djamal}.8 

1 This word is known to mu~i{ (710) for the powder used in old fashioned 

cannons: .l,;.I) JI j,\:JI ~I..,_;~. ~.ill (.JI.,. C,-:' J' • ..,.:JI )JJY, .:i:,..J_,ll .1:.. e.:ill 

2 Neither dirs nor tlirs is known to 111uf1i{ in the sense of "grains". 

• ~U! (pl. of ~)· and not .~ as gi\'cn by SCHICK. 
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Talaq zakkah or !alaq masdju[z is an explosion of the rock by a 

very slanting nuqr. It is the proper method of c.lrilling in free rocks 
of mizzI [ii/ii and ka<kiileh. When large-sized stones have to be 
quarried another method is used. Two deep and perpendicular 
grooves meeting at a right angle are cut in the rock. At the lower 
edge of the rock only a superficial groove is hollowed out. Wooden 
wedges are driven into the deep grooves and water is poured in. This 
method which was formerly very common is now rarely used.1 

The large pieces of rock detached by the explosion need to be 
shifted away by a nubl imqawabeh2 (also called nubl qob,3 crow-bar, 
Pl. X, k). The strong and thick iron rod is worked like a lever 
with the fulcrum near the stone. The part of the nttbl from the 
fulcrum to the rock is much shorter than the other arm, thus 
requiring less power to move the qal<ah. A hard stone or a piece 
of iron, generally the mahaddelz, is used as a fulcrum, the so-called 
el-qiitfi..4 This word means "the judge" of a Mohammedan religious 
court. The Christians, who formerly constituted the majority of 
stone-workers in the Jerusalem district, gave thi~ name to the 
fulcrum as a gibe at the Moslems. One would hear them shouting: 
"Get the qiitfi., ., "Press upon the qiiefi," "The qiiefi is broken in 
pieces," "May God curse the qiiefi," etc. The Moslem peasants 
revenged themselves in another way which will be described later. 
Once removed from its place the falaqalz5 or qal<ah must be 
broken into smaller pieces. With a !okeh6 (pointed chisel) and a 
ma!raqah or a fdkii!eh (Pl. X, c) a wedge-shaped furrow is cut in 
the centre of the broad surface of t!-ie falaqah, and this furrow is 
further deepened with a qa[!ii<ah, pointed pick hammer, (Fig. 1, b; 

1 My attention was drawn to this method, which is being followed in 
Kalandia, by Mr. WINTER, 

2 ~_,li,. and not ~l_,li.. (Q,St.P.E.F. 1893, p. 198). 
9 Although qdb is not known to 11m?1i/ in this sense, the verb qawaba 

means to break asunder (see Hava). When the blasted pieces are not very 
large they are removed by an <ataleh, a short, thick steel rod. This tool has 
been ·introduced only recently from the Lebanon. 

' Not known to 11m?1i/ (p. 1727) in this sense. 
6 A falaqah is a small qal<ah. 
• Not known to mu~i/, 1140, in this sense. It is correctly derived from 

the root Iawaka. 
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Pl. ~, f).1 This furrow is called tabyiteh. A wedge-shaped piece of iron, 
yasfil,2 is introduced into the tavjiteh and held in place by 'leaves' 
of iron, waraqah, or more commonly by old horse-shoes (~atjueh, 
pl. ~ag_uat}. With a large heavy hammer, m(a)haddeh (also known 
as tza4weh, (Pl. X, d and figure 1, a in text}, the worker strikes the 
iron wedge until the rock splits. From time to time the fagh
ghil (the worker} hammers on both sides of the furrow, as 
well as in front and behind the wedge, in order to prevent 
the rock from peeling or cracking in an undesired direction. 
This act is called isammi< tNabr. The larger pieces are cut into 
shape by the saquf (quarryman's dressing-hammer, Pl. X, a}8 or .ed
dabburah (<Amman}. The last is a heavy hammer with one end 
pointed and the other flat. This process is known as et-taqfib. 
Such stones are later passed to the stone dresser. A stone that is 
not cut in the right shape may be maftul (twisted} or ma~lul (with 
acute angles}. A proverb compares a person enduring many dif
ficulties, to a stone worked with two such hammers, mi!l)-~adjar 
ben fiiqujen, "Like a stone between two hammers." Undressed 
stones are sold by the metre. The price depends on the kind, 
quality, breadth and thickness of the stone. The pieces of stone 
are transported by camel from the quarry to the building site. For 
short journeys donkeys and mules may be used. Now more modern 
means of transport, motor-lorries and wagons, · are used. 

2. Dressing the Stones (ed-dqaqah} 
An undressed stone is badjar aam. In describing a boorish person 

the Palestinian uses this term: lissatuh aam, "He is still inexperienced, 
clumsy." The pieces which fall away while cutting the rough stone 
into shape, are called fu~af (pl. of fabfeh). The stone-dresser (daqqiq, 
pl. daqqiqah} uses the following tools (<iddeh'): fokeh (pointed chisel, 

1 El-lnw is like a qaffii<ah, hammer, both ends of which are pointed. I 

heard- this expression in <Amman. 
• >asfin (~I) or >asfil (J.:i..-1). 
• A small saquf is called in <Amman miifah. Its hammering surface is not 

square like the former, but· octahedral. . 
, <iddeh denotes tools in general. One hears the expressions <iddet el-

~adjdjiirah, <iddet ed-daqqiqah (or ed-dqiiqah), <idd&t 11-bannii, etc. 
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Pl. XI, Fig 1, d), yazmil1 (flat, slightly sharp chisel, Pl. XI, and 
Fig 1, e) , mafraqah (dresser's ·hammer Pl. XI, a and Fig 1, c), 
Ja~iifah2 (toothed hammer, Fig 1, f)3, tartabik (a hammer with one 
end pointed and the other toothed see: Fig. 1, g), mafabbeh (bush 
or granulating hammer Pl. XI, b, c), zawieh (set square Pl. XI, d), 
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{!ra<5 (a ruler one yard in length), mitr (metre) and a ras (pointed 
hammer). A munqar, which is a pointed chisel larger than the 
Iokeh, is used to drill holes in stones. A funbur6 is a large yazmil 

1 Also >azmrl. 11 ~ .rl! not ~ _; (QSt, 1893, 199). 
• maqa!feh is a synonym used in <Amman. 
' Two . terms are here misspelt : ma{wagah sh.ould be mafraqah and sahil/ah, 

sa~ilfah. 
6 Or a qiddeh (not qideh, Q.St.P.E.r . I. c.) which is a long, straight, wooden 

ruler. Formerly iron rulers were also known. 
• Tunbur means also a two-wheeled carriage drawn by a single beast · and 

used for the transport of stones, earth, water, vegetables, and the like. 
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used to cut in a straight line the edges of a rough stone. These 
last two tools are not used very widely. 

A sa,!1ii{ah and a tartabik art: not used in dressing the yahudi 
stone while the ma!abbeh is only employed in dressing the harder 
stones, for the powder of the softer kinds (nari, ka<ktileh) easily 
fills the spaces between the teeth and clogs them. The snan {teeth) 
of the matabbeh are of different grades. The ma{abbelz generally used 
has sinn <asarah {ten teeth). Ma/abbelz bifneh, with coarse teeth, has 
25 ( 5x 5) points per hammer face of 45 x45 mm. area, m. wasat 
(medium), 64-81 (8 x 8 to 9 x 9) points per 35 x 35 mm., and 111. 

na<meh (fine), 169-225 (13 x 13 to 15 x 15) per 35 x 35 mm. area. 
Pie.:es which fall during the dressing of the stones are known as 
n?1atelz and a dressed stone is ?zadjar madqtiq. Some tools have to 
be sharpened from time to time. This ~rafelz is done by the smith 
(?zaddad) or by gypsies (nanar). The latter go from village to 
village doing such petty smith's work. Such tools are: Saqiif, 
qatta<ah, nubl naqr, ras, yazm,i, sol.·elz, mahaddeh, fd?iti{alz and ma
{abbelz. Charcoal is used for heating the tools. The _fire . is kept 
going by means of a skin bellows (Pl. XII, Fig. 2). 

The different kinds of dressing are known as tal{if1 (coarse 
dressing), /ubzi (rusticated dressing), imsamsam (pick or pointed 
dressing), ma/abbe./1 bifn or dirs (coarse bush or granulating hammer 
dressing), ma/abbeh2 nii.<melz (fine bush hammer dressing), sinn fii,!11,
!ah (combed or dragged dressing). Of /11bzi dressing two kinds are 
distinguished : /ubz faff (simple rustication) and {ttbzi ibzamlelz (rusti
cation with a drafted margin). Talpf, in which the stone faces are 
more or less evenly dressed with a fokelz (pointed chisel), is of two 
kinds: the very coarse, known as talfif imfadjdjar (Jerusalem), or 
taqftb (<Amman), and the better dressing, tal/if n/if (Jerusalem), im- -
fajfaf, badjar midmak and badjar siiri (•Amman). (i)msamsam shows 
the same technique as tal!if, but is worked in a finer and more 
even way. No portion of the (i)msamsam stone is left undressed, 
while with tal{if a certain proportion may be chipped-off stone. 

1 J.:1-1;" and not ~ (Q. St. P. E. F., 1893, 195). 

2 ~ not ~I • ~ is pronounced with a short 'i' at the beginning. Jf adjar 
raml (sand-stone) and masann zll (oil-stone) are used for sharping the tools. 
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Fig. 1. Recd-mat huts (J:liileh district). 

Fig. 2. Reed-mat huts. Process of weaving the mats. 
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Quarrymen's tools : a. Idqiif (quarrymen's dressing hammer); b. ,m[Jl naqr 
(steel drilling rod); c. Idkii! (small hammer); d. mahaddeh (large heavy hammer 
for breaking large stones;· it is not pointed as Hava, p. 810, says); e. ibrit naqr 
(drilling needle); f. qa[!ii<a/z, called by some rii,s (pick hammer); g. mal<aqah 
spoon); h. fiis pickaxe); i. ma<bii (blunt steel rod); k. nu[Jl (i)mqiiiuabeh or qob 

(crow-bar); 1. madjrafeh (larry). 
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Stone-dressers tools : a. 11111/rnqah (dresser's hammer); b. and c. 11111/11/1/,eh (bush or 
granulating h:immer); d. zii,uieh (set square). Pointed (sake!,) and 11.:it (ya:;111i/) d1isels 
of different sizes arc :tlso shown. 
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Fig. 1. A house in Nebi Samwil in process of building-. It shows tin: 
crescent-shaped walls, ready to be \':tulted . 

fig. 
2

• Nau•ar (gipsies) sharpening tools in the most primitive way. 
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This pointed dressing calls also for an even surface. TaL{i!, medium 
and fine, may often resemble very closely the (i)msamsam. A coarse 
pick dressing is known as (i)msamsam bi!n or ju.Leh and the finest 
quality as (i)msamsam simsmiyrli, while the medium quality is 
called imsamsam <adasiyeli. If a stone is to receive a rubbed face 
(yndjli) it must first be treated by the finest ma/abbeh. A 
polished face is calle.d Lammi<. The working of an (i)msamsam 
stone with the coarse bush hammer is called bidardis tl-~adjar. A 
chisel-drafted margin of any dressed stone is called zamLeh and 
when the margins are distinctly sunk into the face of the stone 
the stone-dressers speak of bandjur (framing, sinking). Peasants 
formerly used {1adjar bam, tal{if or {ubzi faff dressing for their 
buildings. The softer kinds of stone, .ka<kiileli and the soft kind of 
malakeh, are at times sawn with a strong saw, called saruqah.1 

The dressing of stones usually takes place on the site of the 
building and not in the quarry.2 Architects to-day buy stones in 
a dressed condition, which dressing is done in . the quarry itself. 

Many peasants do not need to quarry at all, since they either 
take the stone from some neighbouring ruin, or build their houses 
with large field stones which are only roughly shaped. This, as 
will be seen later, is the case in the plain. The remains of certain 
ruins have thus been completely pulled down. The peasant does 
not exercise any skill in selecting stones for building purposes. 
Any stone found on the site or near at hand is utilized. Town 
dwellers, on the other hand, usually specify the . type of stone desired.3 

3. Burniug Lime (sid) 
Stones are burnt into lime in a latton' (kiln). A small kiln is 

known as kabbarah. Yahudi stone makes the best lime, mizzi ~ilu 
comes next. The latter often contains layers of softer stone, which 
is not changed by fire in the same way as the parent~stone. These 
adulterations are called banadiq (the pl. of banduqah).6 The Hme 

1 I King 7( . . 
2 The same conditions prevailed in Talmudic times, KRAUSS, I. c., ·vol. I, 

p. 12. a Such is the case in ijala~a, Ru):iebeh, and elsewhere. . 
' The classical word is >aton. 
Ii Mu~i! explains the verb bandaqa as "not ripening"; ban.duq = bastard. 
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of the ka<ku/eh stone is of poor quality. There is a saying that quwet 
e!-!id btirdja< la >abuh, "The quality (lit. the strength) of the lime 
depends (lit. goes back) upon (the hardness and quality of) its father 
{-stone)." While the colour of the lime ~f the yahiidi, stone is a 
greyish white, that of the mizz'i !iilii is bright white. Such !id is 
used as a figurative term: >abia4 mitl e!-!id, "As white as lime." 
Since nari stone does not turn into lime under the influence of 
fire it used to be employed for ovens and Turkish baths. 

Irregular stones, preferably with natural depressions and holes 
{burram),1 are chosen for the.kiln, which is hermetically sealed. Specially 
experienced workers are entrusted with the building of a latto11, for 
if not properly constructed its stones will not all be burnt equally 
well, or the whole kiln will collapse during the process of heating. 
A round pit, the circumference of the proposed kiln, is dug to a 
depth of 1-2 metres. The walls of the latton begin at the floor
level of the pit. When they rise · above the ground they are 
covered as high as possible with earth to ensure their being her
metically closed. The upper part of the kiln is vaulted. An elongated 
stone placed perpendicularly, the rahib, closes the central peak of the 
vault. This expression, the rahib, means, literally, a monk. The 

. Moslems, who formed the majority of lime-burners in the Jerusalem 
<listrict, ·used this term to revenge themselves on the Christian 
stone-workers who, as we saw earlier, called one of their imple
ments . the qatfi. The kiln-workers may often be heard shouting: 
"The rahib is burning," "The rahib is in flames," "May God damn 
the ralzib," and the like. Moslems and Christians now use the 
expressions qatfi and rahib2 unconscious of their origin. 

Every latton has two openings {baben) at its bottom, one for 
heating {hazr) and one for ventilation. While the first, the hazzar, 
may be placed at any side of the kiln, the second, the man/ab, 
must come in the west wall. It lies at the same time at a lower 
level than the hazzar.8 A large flat stone, the zallaqiyeh is, in 

1· Although mu?zi! does not record this meaning of the term, the verb 

barama signifies to slit, to crack, ~o ~erfo:a~e. •. ·-'\ _ J \ •\:JI • . . \JI 
2 In mu?zi! we read (p. 585) •~1 -..- ~ r- .;..u _,..,. · ~l.:J <)..,.. 

4".cl .loi~ JI ..t.LJ\. The sense given in the text is unknown to mu?,i!, 
a Neither hazara nor hazziir is known to -mu?zi{ in this sense. 
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Trans-Jordan, placed at the lowest s_ide of the hazzar. Its upper 
surface has a decided slanting inclination, and thistles and other 
fuel slides easily into the latton. According to the size of the kiln 
it must be heated, day and night, from three to . ~ix days. 700 

-1000 kabbaf 1 11atf are used for a small, and 2000..::,...3600 for a 
large latton. A kabbaf 11atf is a he!lp of thistles such .as_' constitutes 
,a single person's load. Weeks before the kiln · is .. heated .men and 
women are busily occupied · in gathering this.ties arid·-·other. weeds 
from ·the surrounding hills and .tu-~1,1ntain~. Before, ending :a day's 

. work the heaps of thorn~bushes gathered that day :a~e :brought near 
to the kiln.2 This practice of uprqoting thistles for kilns, ~s well 
as for household fuel, has den~ded the mountains and hilis of the 
only vegetation which serves to hold · in placd the surface layer of 
·earth, since Palestine has not now any .forests; thu·s in recent centuries 
the heavy winter storms have washed down the earth from the 

·, mountains· and so exposed the bare rocks. After the rahib becomes 
red the kiln fire must be fed for one fafi. This sign is an indica
tion that the stones have been sufficiently burnt to change them 
completely into lime. They say i!zmarr er-rahib istawa-l-latton, 
"The rahib is become red : the latton is sufficiently burnt {lit. is 
ripe)." A fa# is twelve hours, and t~e workers speak of a kiln that 
needs six, eight, ten or . rivelve /{iileh,8 i. e. three, four, five or six 
-days of heating. After' . the period of heating is aver the kiln is 
left from four to six days to cool. : The ftd is now ready to be 
gathered and used.' Two main qualities of ftd are distinguished5 : 

I. Sid ras denotes large pieces ·. of stone which are burnt 
thoroughly and which remain in large lumps after burning. It is the 
better quality and costs at present about 500 mils { = 10 shillings) 

1 Kabba! is unknown to 111u?11/ in this sense. 
2 The same process of burning lime seems to have been practised in 

biblical times, as may be inferred from Is. 3 312, 

3 The term ftuleh is also used for the four seasons of the year and for 
the period of time during which a person uses the water of a spring to irrigate 
his garden. 

' The process · of burning lime was the same in Talmudic times (KRAuss, 
I.e., vol. I, p. 18); 

6 Lirne is referred to several times in the Old Testament: Is. 3) 12 ; Amos 2 1; 

Deut. 272 ; Dan. 56. 
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per qunfii.r (= IOO ro~ls, or about 300 kg.). When exposed to the dew 
for a long time it falls into smaller pieces which have a white colour. 

2. Sid rahtf1 is the powdered lime gathered from the interior 
of the kiln. It is as pure a quality as the Sid rii.s, the qun{iir 
costing about 400-450 mils ( = 8-9 shillings). 

Many adulterate the !id ralzif, while it is still hot, by mlXlng 
it with•awhite earth, ~uwar. Although such an adulteration looks 
exactly like pure powdered lime it does not possess the same bind
ing properties. Quicklime is known as !id !zaiy or !id fa{,!, slaked 
lime as szd maifi. 

4. The Cistern (el-bir) 

A cistern is dug by every peasant before he begins to build 
his house.2 Owing to the geographical conditions of Palestine every 
village which is not situated in the direct neighbourhood of a 
spring needed and still needs its own cisterns in which the rain 
water is stored. Villages near a spring, e. g. Battir, Der Nz;am, 
NabI ~ale]:i, Till, 1Aµrah 1 do not need cisterns. The water serves. 
for drinking, for washing, and for watering the animals. Cisterns. 
are either public or private. The former are anc_ient cisterns used 
at present as mafii.1 by all members of the village. They are found 
on the border of the village and in the fields and, as in ancient 
pastoral life, we -may still see how flocks and herds gather round 
them.8 A private cistern remains the private property of the landlord.' 

A cistern is usually dug one year before the construction of the· 
house. This has two advantages: the stored rain water of the first 
year serves for the needs of building; and the water which in the· 
first year is bnckish becomes drinkable in the second year. If the 
r·ock is of a hard quality the excavation is done by blasting; if 
soft (~ttwar or nii.ri) it is cut out, in which case the cistern is. 

- 1 Rahit is unknown in classical Arabic in this sense. 
2 The · same custom was practised in ancient times. Mesha, king of Moab. 

says (I. 24 of the Moabite Inscription) that he had ordered every house of the 
city Karbah to have a cistern (BENZINGER, Wasserbaulen, Realenzyklopiidie fiir 
protest. The_ologie und Kirche, vol. XXI, _PP· 11 ff.), 

a Gen. 24llll; .292£.; Ex. 1215,11• 
4 II Sam: 1718; II Chro_n. 2610 ; Deut 611

• 
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pear-shaped in form and is called bir (i)ndjafah or simply (i)ndjafah.1 

The <Azazmi Bedouin of the Negeb dig at the lower part of two 
adjacent hills such pear-shaped cisterns which they call hrabeh.2 

These are not plastered. They will hold the water since they are 
<lug in an impervious bed of earth or clay. 

In villages and towns the cisterns are usually dug in the court 
-of the house (Pl. XIII, Fig. 2).8 At present, owing to lack of space, 
most town-dwellers dig their cisterns below the house itself. They 
-Open on the outside. In the houses of leading febs >iqtii.1 iyii11 (cf. below) . 
anq in some old buildings of the city most of the cisterns were 
excavated below the house, the door opening into one of the lo,,·er 
rooms (Pl. XIII, Fig. 1). All Palestinians believe that sleeping rooms 
immediately above a cistern are unhealthy. This belief has arisen 
-owing to the way in which cisterns are made. They were formerly 
dug exactly below ground level, and the unplastered roof did not 
rise above the surface of the surrounding ground, so that the 
-cistern had no overflow; when it was full the dampness penetrated 
the roof, which also constituted the floor of the house. Cubic 
-cisterns· had to be vaulted, the barrel vault (djamalon) being the 
usual form. At present steel joists have been introduced. Often 
rock-hewn tombs and natural caves are converted into cisterns. 

The plastering (qfarah) of a cistern differs from that of houses. 
The rough walls are first covered with a layer of small flat pieces 
of stone or . pottery, which are fixed on with mortar made of 
lime and ashes. In this way the rough walls are rendered more 
even, requiring less plaster. This process is called fa!ifet el-bir, rak!.·et 
.el-bir, or more rarely, faqfet el-b'ir. The proper plastering material is 
composed of two layers, a lower coarse layer, the marfeh, and an 
upper layer of finer material, the 11ii.1111ehf In the first layer 

coarsely crushed pottery, !mmrii.,5 is used, and in the upp.er layer, 

1 This seems to be the oldest type of cistern (BENZll\GER, I. c.). 
2 CANAAN, Die <Aziiz111e-Bedui1w1 ,wd iltr Gel>iet, ZDPV, vol. 51, p. 99. The 

term is unknown to 11111/11! in this sense. 
8 II Sam. 17 18• 4 The verbs are mara!a and na«ama. 
& Fifteen years ago one coulJ see people squatting on the ground in birket 

es-sulian, Jerusalem, and crushing pottery in /1ut11rii. This once profitab e industry 
has now lost its importance. 
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_finely crushed ~umrii.; · The _ last layer is rubbed over · with oil 
(mad/ukeh (i)bzet) until it -be.comes smooth and hard . The plastering 

· material is made of_equai parts of ~umra, std and ashes. · At present 
a finely trowelled cement layer has wholly replaced the . older 
method. The older method was doubtless the better one, since it 
formed · an impermeable sheet of concrete mass which adhered 
firmly to the wall1 ; but it has the ·_disadvantage · of being more 
expensive and of taking more time for -its ·completion. 

- A small pit is excavated in the direct _ neighbourhood of the 
cistern. Its interior is plastered in th_e same way as the main 
· cistern, At about half of its depth the sump-pit, el-mirfai, is con
nected with the cistern by a plastered canal. The rain water gathers. 

· first in the miifai and after settling it flows down the cistern. A 
large dry thorn-bush is placed at the external opening of this canal 
to serve as a screen or filter for the water: Large field cisterns 
have no such sump-pit. The top of the cistern is ~losed by a large 
stone which has a circular (less · often _ a square) opening, barzet· 
el-bir (Pl. XIII, Fig. 2).2 The opening of the barzeh (bah el-bir) is, in• 
the bettei:- class houses, closed with an iron .door (bah radj) or with 
an iron net door; but in most cases a large stone was rolled over 
the mouth of the cistern (Gen~ 292) . Ijarzet el-b"ir is often nothing 
but the base of an ancient column in which a circular opening has _ · 
been chiselled out. In some cases the opening is built of several. 

· stones giving barztf el-bir a square form. The cistern opening is:_ ·_ 
- large enough for a man's body to pass through, thus enabling the 
owner from time to time to descend and clean out the cistern·. A _. 
large cistern is called b"ir b~cr"i. The word sahridj is know~ but: 
not much used. 

There are, around the openings of most public cisterns, stone
basins or troughs (djur.n, pl. djrunelz}8 for watering animals. Old 
ossuaries and hollowed-out capitals are sometimes found serving· 
this purpose. Cisterns of the older type had no overflow. 

1 Is. 218 (broken wells). 
z A prover!/ to the effec:t that with perseveranc:e even diffic:ult things are

attainable, runs: el-~abl <alii--1-tekrii-r biq!a< barzel el-b"ir, "With time (lit. c:ontin 
uous repetition) the rope will c:ut through (the har~ st_one of) barzet el-bir. 

8 The word djurn means also "threshing-floor, d;urn (et-kibbeh) "mortar,"· 

dju_rn (el-ma<mudiyeh) "the font." 
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Fig. I. A cistern built under a house, and opening in a room of the lower story. 

Fig. 2. A cis·tern in the court of a peasant's.J10usc. 
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The cisterns are fed by rain-water running down trom the 
roofs as well as by that drawn from the surrounding area. Naturally 
such water cannot be absolutely pure. In field cisterns the water 
is drawn from the fields and roads. Channels (qttni, the pl. of 
qanai) running from all directions lead the rain-water into the cistern. 

(to be continued) 


